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The theme: What nice weather!The theme: What nice weather!

  The aims of the 
lesson:

To speak about the weather, to talk about the  
differences 
of the weather in Kazakhstan and  other countries.
To develop listening, speaking, logical thinking and 
writing activities
To teach to notice the natural phenomena, 
to increase the interest in the subject

  Teaching method:

  The type of the 
lesson:

  Visual aids:

  Subject connection:

The new lesson

question-answer, information,
presentation, explanation, games

the interactive board, slides, pictures, cards, 
magic box, textbook, song

kazakh, geography



Organization moment

Organization moment
T: Good afternoon, pupils
P: Good afternoon, teacher
T: How are you?
P: We are fine. Thank you. And you?
T: I’m OK. Sit down please.  Who is on 
duty today?
P: I’m on duty today.
T: Thank you. Who is absent?
P: All are present.
T: OK, very good. What date is it today?
P: Today is the  10th of April
T: And what day is it today?
P: Today is Wednesday.
T: What can you see about weather?
P: Weather is warm.
T: Thank you, sit down please.



                                II. Phonetic drill exercise
   When the weather is wet,
   We must not fret.
   When the weather is cold,
   We must not scold.
   When the weather is warm,
   We must not storm
   But be thankful together,
   Whatever the weather.







Sunny 
Шуақты
[sʌnɪ] 

Sunny 
Шуақты
[sʌnɪ] 



Hot
ыстық 
[hɒt] Hot
ыстық 
[hɒt] 



Cold
суық 
[kəʊld] Cold
суық 
[kəʊld] 



Foggy
Тұманды
 [fɒgɪ] Foggy
Тұманды
 [fɒgɪ] 



Cloudy
бұлтты 
[klaʊdɪ]Cloudy
бұлтты 
[klaʊdɪ]



Rainy
Жаңбырлы
[reɪnɪ] 
Rainy
Жаңбырлы
[reɪnɪ] 



Snowy
Қарлы
[snəʊɪ]
Snowy
Қарлы
[snəʊɪ]



Stormy
Найзағайлы

[stɔːmɪ]
Stormy

Найзағайлы
[stɔːmɪ]



Windy
Желді
[wɪndɪ]
Windy
Желді
[wɪndɪ]











Sun cloud wind rain fog snow ice
sunny foggy icy

Write the adjectives.



What is the weather like today?

It’s sunny.                   It’s cloudy.                  It’s foggy. It’s sunny.                   It’s cloudy.                  It’s foggy. 

It was snowy.                   It was windy It was rainy.

What was the weather like yesterday?



a

1. It’s raining. ______
2. The sun’s shining. / It’s sunny. ______
3. It’s cloudy. ______
4. It’s snowing. ______
5. It’s windy. ______
6. It’s cold. / It’s freezing. ______
7. It’s foggy. ______

b

c

d

e

f









You must choose one of the cards 
in the magic box and you’ll show us 
with mimics in this words and other 

pupils must find the words. 



     Circle the correct answer.
1. It’s raining / sunny. Where’s the umbrella?
2. Be careful ! The roads are very icy / ice today.
3. The sun’s sunny / shining. I’m going to the beach!
4. It’s foggy / snowing. I’m making a snowman!
5. I’m wearing my scarf. It’s freezing / boiling hot.
6. There are leaves on the ground. It’s very wind / windy.




